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Global path integral quantization of Yang–Mills theory
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Abstract

Based on a generalization of the stochastic quantization scheme recently a modified Faddeev–Popov path integral density
for the quantization of Yang–Mills theory was derived, the modification consisting in the presence of specific finite
contributions of the pure gauge degrees of freedom. Due to the Gribov problem the gauge fixing can be defined only locally
and the whole space of gauge potentials has to be partitioned into patches. We propose a global path integral density for the
Yang–Mills theory by summing over all patches, which can be proven to be manifestly independent of the specific local
choices of patches and gauge fixing conditions, respectively. In addition to the formulation on the whole space of gauge
potentials we discuss the corresponding global path integral on the gauge orbit space relating it to the original Parisi–Wu
stochastic quantization scheme and to a proposal of Stora, respectively. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

w xThe Faddeev–Popov 1 path integral procedure
constitutes one of the most popular quantization
methods for Yang–Mills theory and is widely used
in elementary particle physics. It is, however, well
known that at a non perturbative level due to the

w xGribov ambiguity 2 a unique gauge fixing in the
full space of gauge fields is not possible so that the
Faddeev–Popov path integral procedure is defined
only locally in field space.

Several attempts were presented to generalize the
above approach in order to establish global integral
representations. We especially point out the construc-
tion of a regularized Feynman–Kac functional inte-
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w xgral by Ref. 3 , the use of equivariant cohomologi-
w xcal techniques by Ref. 4 and the method of imple-

w xmenting BRST invariance globally by Ref. 5 .
It is our aim to present a quite different argumen-

tation based on a recently introduced generalization
w x w x6,7 of the stochastic quantization scheme 8–10 .

Ž .Let P M,G be a principal fiber bundle with
compact structure group G over the compact Eu-
clidean space time M. Let AA denote the space of all
irreducible connections on P and let GG denote the
gauge group, which is given by all vertical automor-
phisms on P reduced by the centre of G. Then GG

acts freely on AA and defines a principal GG-fibration
p w xAA™ AArGGs : MM over the paracompact 11 space

MM of all inequivalent gauge potentials with projec-
tion p . Due to the Gribov ambiguity the principal
GG-bundle AA™MM is not globally trivializable.

w xFrom Ref. 11 it follows that there exists a
� 4locally finite open cover UUs U of MM togethera
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with a set of background gauge fields AŽa .gAA� 40

such that

Ž .y1 ) a
Ž .aG s Bgp U D ByA s0 1Ž . Ž .Ž .½ 5a a A 00

defines a family of local sections of AA™MM. Here
D Ža .

) is the adjoint operator of the covariant deriva-A0

tive D Ža . with respect to AŽa .. Instead of analyzingA 00

Yang–Mills theory in the original field space AA we
consider the family of trivial principal GG-bundles
G =GG™G , which are locally isomorphic to thea a

bundle AA™MM, where the isomorphisms are pro-
vided by the maps

x : G =GG™py1 U , x B , g :sB g , 2Ž . Ž . Ž .a a a a

with BgG , ggGG and B g denoting the gaugea

transformation of B by g.
Using this mathematical setting we start with the

Parisi–Wu approach for the stochastic quantization
of the Yang–Mills theory in terms of the Langevin
equation

dS
dAsy dsqdW . 3Ž .

d A

Here S denotes the Yang–Mills action without gauge
symmetry breaking terms and without accompanying
ghost field terms, s denotes the extra time coordinate
with respect to which the stochastic process is evolv-
ing, dW is the increment of a Wiener process.

Making use of the Ito stochastic calculus we
Ž .locally transform the Langevin Eq. 3 into the

Badapted coordinates Cs , perform special geo-gž /
w xmetrically distinguished modifications 7 of its drift

and diffusion term – thereby leaving expectation
values of gauge invariant observables unchanged –
and finally arrive at

y1tot ˜d G detG(dS 1 ž /a aay1˜dCs yG q dsa
dC dCž /detG( a

˜qE dW . 4Ž .a

˜ ˜y1 ˜ ˜)Here E and G sE E denote a specific viel-a a a a

Ž .bein and a inverse metric, respectively, which are
associated to the above mentioned modifications. S tot

a

denotes a total Yang–Mills action

S tot sx )Sqpr )S , 5Ž .a a GG GG

defined by the original Yang–Mills action S and by
`Ž .S gC GG which is an arbitrary functional on GGGG

such that eyS GG is integrable with respect to the
)invariant volume density ns det R R on GG.( Ž .g g

R is the differential of right multiplication trans-g

porting any tangent vector in T GG back to the iden-g

tity id on GG, pr is the projector G =GG™GG. WeGG GG a

recall furthermore that AA admits a natural metric
which gives rise to an induced metric G on G =GGa a

where
y122

Ž .adetG sn det FF det D . 6Ž . Ž .Ž .a a A0

FF sD Ža .
) D denotes the Faddeev–Popov operatora A B0

and D Ža .
y1 is the inverse of the covariant LaplacianA0

D Ža . sD Ža .
) D Ža ..A A A0 0 0

Ž .The Fokker–Planck equation associated to Eq. 4
Ž .can easily be deduced and its non-normalized equi-

w xlibrium distribution is obtained as 7
totySam e , m s detG . 7Ž .(a a a

It is the basic idea of the stochastic quantization
scheme to interpret an equilibrium limit of a
Fokker–Planck distribution as Euclidean path inte-
gral measure. Although our result implies unconven-
tional finite contributions along the gauge group
Ž ) .arising from the pr S term it is equivalent to theGG GG

usual Faddeev–Popov prescription for Yang–Mills
theory. This follows from the fact that for expecta-
tion values of gauge invariant observables these con-
tributions along the gauge group are exactly canceled
out due to the normalization of the path integral, see
below. We stress once more that due to the Gribov
ambiguity the usual Faddeev–Popov approach as
well as – presently – our modified version are valid
only locally in field space.

In order to compare expectation values on differ-
ent patches we consider the diffeomorphism in the
overlap of two patches

f : G lpy1 U =GGŽ .Ž .a a a a1 2 1 2

™ G lpy1 U =GG ,Ž .Ž .a a2 1

y1Ž .v Ba2f B , g :s B , g . 8Ž . Ž .Ž .a a1 2

y1Ž . ŽHere v : p U ™GG is uniquely defined seea a2 2

w x. va Ž A.y1
2Ref. 7 by A gG . To the density m therea a2

is associated a corresponding twisted top form on
Ž w x.G =GG see e.g. Ref. 12 which for simplicity wea
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denote by the same symbol. Using for convenience a
w xmatrix representation of G 7 we straightforwardlya

verify that

f ) m sm . 9Ž .a a a a1 2 2 1

This immediately implies that in overlap regions the
expectation values of gauge invariant observables

`Ž .fgC AA are equal when evaluated in different
patches

m eySa2
tot

x ) fH a a2 2y1Ž Ž ..G lp U =GGa a2 1

s m eySa1
tot

x ) f . 10Ž .H a a1 1y1Ž Ž ..G lp U =GGa a1 2

Suppose now that we consider a different locally
finite cover U X of MM together with a new set of� 4b

background gauge fields AXŽ b . so that a new fam-� 40

ily G
X of local sections, as well as new maps x

X ,� 4b b

densities m
X , total actions SX tot and another partitionb b

of unity g
X are given. Applying the above integrationb

formula in overlap regions we can prove furthermore
that

m eySa
tot

x ) fp ) g g
XŽ .Ž .H a a a b

G =GGa

s m
X eySb

X tot

x
X ) fp ) g g

X . 11Ž . Ž .Ž .H b b a b
X

G =GGb

Finally we propose the definition of the global ex-
pectation value of a gauge invariant observable fg

`Ž .C AA by summing over all the partitions g sucha

that

m eySa
tot

x ) fp )gŽ .ÝH a a a
G =GGaa² :f s 12Ž .

totyS ) )am e x p gÝH a a a
G =GGaa

Žfor a preliminary presentation of this result see Ref.
w x. Ž .13 . Due to Eq. 9 it is trivial to prove that the

² :global expectation value f is independent of the
� 4specific choice of the locally finite cover U , ofa

the choice of the background gauge fields AŽa . and� 40

of the choice of the partition of unity g , respec-a

tively.
w xAs already indicated in Ref. 7 these structures

can equally be translated into the original field space

AA. With the help of the partition of unity the locally
defined densities m as well as eySa

tot
can be pieceda

together to give a globally well defined twisted top
form V on AA

V :s xy1 ) m eySa
tot

p )g . 13Ž .Ž .Ý a a a

a

Ž .The global expectation value 12 then reads

V fH
AA² :f s , 14Ž .

VH
AA

which due to the discussion from above is indepen-
dent of all the particular local choices.

Ž . Ž .In addition to the global expressions 12 and 14
for the path integral in the whole space of connec-
tions the stochastic quantization scheme also offers
the possibility of deriving the corresponding formu-
lation on the gauge orbit space MM : We consider the
projections of either the original Parisi–Wu Langevin

Ž . Ž .Eq. 3 or of the modified Eq. 4 onto the gauge
invariant subspaces G described by the coordinatea

Ž w x.B; in both cases we obtain see Ref. 7

dSG Ga ay1dBs y GŽ .a
dB�

G Ga ay1d G detG(Ž .1 a až /
q ds

dBdetG 0( a

qE Ga dW . 15Ž .a

Ž y1 .Ga GaNotice that in local coordinates G is thea

pullback of the restriction on U of the inverse of aa

globally defined metric on the gauge orbit space MM

induced by the natural metric on AA. Since the
Ž .locally defined Eqs. 15 are transforming covari-

antly under the local diffeomorphisms issued by the
w xcoordinate transformations, using Ref. 14 it is

straightforward to check that their further projections
onto MM are yielding a globally defined stochastic
process.

In direct analogy to our derivation of the local
Ž .Fokker–Planck densities 7 we obtain that the

Fokker–Planck equation associated to the projected
Ž .Langevin Eqs. 15 has an equilibrium distribution
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given by just the gauge invariant part of the densities
Ž .7

y1r2 )yx SaŽ .adet FF det D e . 16Ž .Ž .a A0

Ž .By using Eq. 9 we can prove explicitly that their
projections onto MM on overlapping sets of UU agree

˜giving rise to a globally well defined top form V on
MM. Furthermore we can show that the above expecta-

Ž . Ž .tion values 12 and 14 of gauge invariant observ-
ables f can identically be rewritten as corresponding
integrals over the gauge orbit space MM with respect

˜to V

Ṽ fH
MM² :f s . 17Ž .

ṼH
MM

We note that this last expression shows agreement
w xwith the formulation proposed by Stora 4 upon

˜identification of V with the Ruelle–Sullivan form
w x w x15 . Whereas in Ref. 4 , however, this definition of
expectation values on MM appeared as the starting
point for a global formulation of Yang–Mills theory
in the whole space of gauge potentials it appears
now as our final result.

We directly aimed at the derivation of a global
path integral formulation in the whole space of gauge
potentials within the stochastic quantization ap-
proach; we recall that we first derived a path integral
in terms of the local probability density m eySa

tot

a

which assured gaussian decrease along the gauge
fixing surface as well as along the gauge orbits. The
inherent interrelation of the field variables on G =GGa

subsequently led to simple relations of the local
densities in the overlap regions and eventually to the

Ž . Ž .global path integral formulations 12 and 14 on
the whole field space, as well as to the expectation

Ž .value 17 on the gauge orbit space, respectively.
It is remarkable that the projections onto the local

gauge fixing surfaces G of in specific the originala

Parisi–Wu stochastic process induce a globally de-
fined stochastic process on the gauge orbit space
yielding the construction of the globally defined path

˜integral density V . In our opinion this relationship of
the globally defined Parisi–Wu Langevin equation
on the whole field space to the globally defined path

integral density on the gauge orbit space closes
nicely one of the left open issues of the original

w xpaper 8 .
We are aware that in a mathematically strict sense

our results are rather formal due to the infrared and
ultraviolet infinities inherent in the path integral; it
seems challenging to investigate the applicability of
a previously developed stochastic regularization

w xscheme 16 within our generalized approach.
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